The Integrated Clinical Summary (ICS) is designed to improve patient centered-interdisciplinary communication. On July 16th, the Clinical Summary will become the default view when you open a patient’s chart, and the ICS will be the default view with the Clinical Summary. However, since the ICS will not be implemented at Voorhees NICU/SCN, L&D, Antepartum, and HROB until mid-July, you should use the original Clinical Summary tabs for patients there.

(Note: In Soarian, the tab now reads ‘Integrated Clinical Summary’)

**Communication Tab:**

**SBAR/RRT** - Nursing documentation of patient situations that required direct communication with a Physician/LIP including Rapid Response.

**LIP Note** - Non-urgent patient information that Nursing wants to bring to the attention of the Physician/LIP.

**Interdisciplinary Rounds** - Discharge Plan and Plan/Goal Note discussed daily in IDP Rounds.

**Recommendations Tab:**

This tab allows you to view Recommendations from consulted Non-Nursing Disciplines. These disciplines were instructed to make certain that they document the information they want you to see in the fields that will pull over.
Recommendations in ICS Display

**Medications tab:**
We have combined the Scheduled, PRN, and Unspecified categories into one tab for your convenience.

**Navigating the ICS**

The ICS is a read only view. If you want to read an entire assessment, click on any of the underlined documentation. This will allow you to view all the chapters in the assessment.

The boxes in the ICS display can be resized by pulling on the edges. Place your mouse over the vertical lines between display boxes as seen below. When the double headed arrow displays, hold your left mouse button down and drag the line to expand the view.

You can also expand the boxes horizontally using the horizontal line between the boxes. You will not see the double headed arrow when you place your mouse over the line. Place the head of the arrow right on the line, hold your left mouse button down and drag the line downward.

**Trending**

You can use the Trend function to quickly find selected information for the patient’s entire visit. Let’s say you wanted to view the IDP plan/goal throughout the stay. When the Select Findings to Graph or Trend icon is selected, checkboxes appear to the left of the findings. Select up to 5 findings to trend.

Click the middle icon to trend the selected findings.